Nonexclusive License for Student Posters

As the creator(s) and copyright holder(s) of the submitted materials (“the materials”), I grant to the University of Louisville (“UofL”) an irrevocable and nonexclusive license to make use of the materials, including but not limited to reproduction, distribution, derivative adaptations, and public performances and displays, consistent with UofL and University Libraries policies as they may exist from time to time.

A non-exclusive license transfers no copyright in the materials and the creator and any co-creators otherwise retain all rights in the materials subject to this prior nonexclusive license and any prior agreement between co-creators. UofL has neither an obligation to display the materials for any specified period of time nor maintain the collection beyond a reasonable time frame aligning with the goals of the project.

By submitting the materials, I certify that I am the creator and copyright holder, over 18 years old, hold full authority to grant this license, and have secured all necessary rights and permissions from any and all co-creators in order to place these materials online for worldwide exposure. I also agree that I, and any co-creators, have exercised reasonable diligence in developing and producing the materials and capturing and/or reproducing any images, likenesses, and/or other inclusions of third party copyrighted materials, including securing permission when necessary or holding a reasonable and good faith belief that the use is fair use or satisfies another exception in U.S. copyright law.

I further agree that I have read this license and related instructions, including sharing the license with any and all co-authors, and that UofL may distribute the materials through any means of University Libraries’ sole discretion and under an open license, such as Creative Commons, chosen by University Libraries that permits others to make use of the materials consistent with the terms of that open license.

I further acknowledge that if the creator and submitter, or any co-creators and/or submitters, of the materials are under 18 years of age, those minor creators and/or submitters must secure the signature of a parent and/or guardian and then forward that signed license in a print format to the Open Access and Repository Coordinator in University Libraries. **Students and/or submitters under 18 years of age are prohibited from submitting material through the use of this click-through license.**
IMPORTANT NOTE: You should print and retain a copy of this license agreement for your records.